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Top tip

Lost your sewing machine
manual? Do an online
search with your make/
model and you'll probably
find a downloadable
version

Each machine model offers a range of features and functions,
but all have these fundamental elements in common. Use this handy
guide and you'll know your way around yours in no time

1

THREAD GUIDES

1 Two threads make up each stitch. The top thread from the spool of
cotton and passes through these guides to regulate the tension of the
thread before feeding it through the needle. The second thread comes
from the bobbin.

17

SPEED CONTROLLER

2 A slider that sets the speed the machine will work at when the
pedal is pressed, allowing control and precision when sewing.
2

REVERSE FUNCTION

3

3 Use this to set the machine working in a reverse direction, to move
backwards across a stitched line. This function is used when securing
the threads at the start and end of a line of stitching.

NEEDLE AND NEEDLE CLAMP

4 The needle is removable to allow you to select from a variety of
types and sizes to suit your project. The needle is held in place by the
clamp. Most machines include a tool for tightening and loosening the
clamp to access the needle.

4

PRESSER FOOT

5

5 Holds the fabric in place as you work. Can be removed
and replaced with the type required for a specific sewing
task, ie zips.

7

8

6

BOBBIN CASE

16

6 Inside the removable cover is the bobbin case, which
houses the bobbin. The bobbin is wound with thread and
provides the second thread for each stitch.

FEED DOGS

17

7 These moving parts lie underneath the needle plate.
With spiked teeth that protrude from the opening, these
help to move the fabric through the machine.

NEEDLE PLATE

8 The metal plate directly below the needle and presser foot. The small opening allows the
thread from the bobbin to pass through while the needle enters to make the stitches. On the
plate are guide markings to assist straight sewing and measuring seam allowances.

Top tip

If you're struggling
with the threading on a
new machine, practise
with red thread
until you get the
hang of it
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TENSION CONTROL

9 This dial regulates the tension of the stitches
by determining the speed at which the thread
passes through the machine. Messy stitches, or
loops of thread or knots on the right or wrong
side of the fabric are a common sign that the
tension needs to be reset.

TROUBLE WITH YOUR TENSION?
O Check that both the machine and bobbin are correctly threaded. If these aren't exactly right, this can cause incorrect tension.
Also check that the thread on the bobbin is wound correctly. If
it's too tight or too loose, it won't feed through the machine and
make even stitches. Another good tip is to use the same thread in
the machine and the bobbin – even slightly different threads can
unbalance the tension.

BOBBIN WINDER

J Winds thread from the cotton spool
onto the bobbin, ensuring that the thread
is fed evenly onto the bobbin and maintains
the correct tension.

10

11

SPOOL HOLDER

K This pin runs through the centre of a spool
of thread, allowing it to feed smoothly through
the machine.

14

SCREEN

12

L Displays the relevant information
regarding the stitch style, width and length
that has been selected.

15

HAND WHEEL

13

M Manually operates the mechanics of the
machine, moving the needle up and down
and engaging the feed dogs.

STITCH SELECTOR

N Allows you to select from the different
stitches on the machine and includes a menu
from which you make your selection. The stitch
is selected by moving the wheel to the correct
symbol.

STITCH LENGTH AND STITCH
WIDTH SELECTORS

O Use to increase or decrease the length or
width of your stitch. The shorter the stitch,
the more stitches are worked across the line
of sewing, making it stronger. The width only
applies to stitches where the needle moves to the
left and right, ie zigzag. For decorative stitches,
the bigger the width the better.

Top tip

Use the little brush in
your machine's care kit to
give it a quick clean every
time you refill the bobbin.
It helps keep dust and
fuzz from gathering

Top tip

Don't use polish to clean
your machine – the
chemicals and moisture
may damage it. Remove
any dust with a
lint-free cloth

FREE ARM

P Can be removed to recreate a narrower
working space, which is used when sewing
smaller items or inserting sleeves.

ACCESSORY DRAWER

Q Use to store alternative presser feet, spare
bobbins and maintenance tools.
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